Evaluation of the Accuracy of Liver Lesion DCEUS Quantification With Respiratory Gating.
Confidence in the accuracy of dynamic contrast enhanced ultrasound (DCEUS) quantification parameters is imperative for the correct diagnosis of liver lesion perfusion characteristics. An important source of uncertainty in liver DCEUS acquisitions is artifacts introduced by respiratory motion. The objective of this study is to construct a respiratory motion simulation model (RMSM) of dual contrast imaging mode acquisitions of liver lesions in order to evaluate an algorithm for automatic respiratory gating (ARG). The respiratory kinetics as well as the perfusion models of the liver lesion and parenchyma used by the RMSM were solely derived from clinical data. The quality of fit (of the DCEUS data onto the bolus kinetics model) depends on the respiration amplitude. Similar trends in terms of quality of fit as a function of respiration amplitude were observed from RMSM and clinical data. The errors introduced on the DCEUS quantification under the influence of respiration were evaluated. The RMSM revealed that the error in the liver lesion DCEUS quantification parameters significantly decreased (p < 0.001) from a maximum of 32.3% to 6.2% when ARG was used. The use of RMSM clearly demonstrates the capability of the ARG algorithm in significantly reducing errors introduced from both in-plane and out-of-plane respiratory motion.